ProTools - What the other buttons do in the volume control in 5 CMB 1.122

Ever wonder what the other buttons do on this thing?
When measured with a reference microphone at the listening position, The Left Front, Center Front, and Right Front speakers that...
surround channels will produce 80 dB SPL, while the LF channel will produce around 96 dB SPL. Mostly the channels follow...
at turns offall chicken except the Left front, Right Front and Left.

This is for stove (you use mixing).
The Left is used for bass as sm.
agement from the Left and Right speakers. The frequency is mostly flat from 125 Hz all the way up to 20 KHz.
This is a really great listening environment to hear your favorite CDs.
-20dB SPL DIM makes the 5.1 or FLAT presets and lowers them 20dB SPL.

Mutes.